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The Journey of InnovaTIon

Welcome to Sterling’s latest catalogue.  As you flip 
through this book, a number of storylines may catch 
your eye.  Themes such as exploration, adventure, 
outreach, technology and education all weave their way 
through our pages.  But the overarching message that 
will resonate after you put this down is that innovation 
drives the experience.  Sterling Rope’s product 
innovations are designed to elevate what was merely 
good to be great.  And that greatness is recognizable 
in your own experience.  If we didn’t feel that our 
products delivered a better experience in every sense 
of the word, we’d find something else worthwhile to do.  

Designing and delivering the best life-safety products 
for climbers is the mission behind all our work 
and our new products serve as a testament to that 
commitment.  Starting on this page, we introduce no 
fewer than four new dynamic ropes, one static rope, 
and over twenty exciting new colors, an ambitious 
tally that rivals any previous year in our history. Over 
twenty years in business and we still strive to keep our 
entrepreneurial spirit alive.

That spirit, and the idea of continuous improvement 
as a core value means that success at Sterling is not 
something we rest upon. Our goal is to exceed your 
expectation. To surprise with delight is not an easy 
task, but it forces us to challenge our thinking, expand 
our knowledge, and collaborate with new people with 
the goal of creating an even better product than we 
had before.  Our hope is that our adventure in creating 
great product elevates your adventure outdoors.  Here’s 
to another great season together.
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aero™
Fast and light as a feather, the Aero is a skinny 9.2mm rope with 
smooth handling. Our lightest weight single rope in the Evolution 
Series, the Aero balances a durable, tough sheath with a new lighter 
weight core construction. The result is a sending rope with softer 
handling. Ideal for sport climbing, mixed climbing and ice climbing.

  NEW!

1 AvAilAble in: 50M, 60M, 70M, 80M. DryCoat and Standard



helIx™
Small but mighty: With a new sheath and bantom 
weight core construction, the Helix is our skinny 
workhorse. Blending the right features—the ease 
of the 9.5-diameter rope, durable and light with low 
impact force—the Helix is ideal for high-end sport, 
trad and mixed climbing.

eVolUtion™ SerieS
balanced. versatile. Reliable.

More than twenty years ago, Sterling launched 
our Evolution Series. Built around the flagship 
Velocity 9.8, this group of dynamic ropes has been 
chameleon-like, adapting to whatever the climbing 
style or conditions called for.  Now, we take the 
attributes of this bestselling series and add two new 
ropes to their impressive legacy: introducing the new 
Aero 9.2 and Helix 9.5. Both are designed to offer 
durable, yet lighter options to climbers looking for the 
right combination of everything. 

evolution™ |

Monique Forestier tests her wings on Daedalus 
(29), Taipan Wall, Grampians, Victoria, Australia. 
Photo: Simon Carter | Rope: Evolution Velocity

  NEW!

2

AvAilAble in: 50M, 60M, 70M, 80M . DryCoat and Standard



DueTTo™
Ideal for long wandering routes, run-outs, ice climbs 
or sketchy trad leads; with the Duetto, two is better 
than one. A mid-range half rope for your go-to climbing 
quiver, the Duetto’s 8.4mm diameter is neither fat nor 
frighteningly skinny; the smooth, high-twist sheath and 
unique core allow the Duetto to be durable and easy to 
handle while reducing drag through gear and over rock.

velocITy™
Versatile and varied, the Velocity is our quintessential all-arounder ideal for nearly 
any climbing situation. Suited for both rock and ice, the Velocity is flagship to 
our company name: lightweight, durable, long-lasting and easy to handle. This 
9.8mm rope is the archetype upon which we were built. A favorite among world-
renowned athletes like Chris Sharma for working routes, the Velocity is a must-
have for kitting out any crag pack.

| evolution™

Chris Sharma 
Signature rope

newcolors!
3

AvAilAble in: 30M*, 40M*, 50M, 60M, 70M, 80M . DryCoat and Standard
* DryCoat only.

AvAilAble in: 35M*, 50M, 60M, 70M, 80M . DryCoat and Standard
* Available in Standard only.
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vr10™
Just getting into the sport or steadily moving through 
the ranks? The VR10’s durable construction, beefy 
core and 10.2mm diameter make this rope not 
only an easy choice but an incredible value. Ideal 
for anyone from entry-level climbers, occasional 
climbers or weekend warriors.

The QuesT for a DrIer rope.

evolution™ |

Rob Pizem books an appointment with Dr. Spaceman 
(5.12) at Zion National Park, Utah. Photo: Jeremiah Watt  
Rope: Fusion Ion2

Our Research and Development group has spent years developing and enhancing processes for keeping your 
rope dry, because ultimately a drier rope is a safer rope.  Ropes can experience increased elongation and lose 
up to 30% of their strength when wet, so it’s easy to understand why dry treatments are so important.  
Sterling begins with DryCore™, a proprietary process that treats all of our dynamic core yarn to prevent yarn-
on-yarn abrasion and moisture absorption.  This is the standard construction for every dynamic rope, even 
non-dry treated products.  We think it’s that important.
From there, our engineers developed DryCoat™, another exclusive treatment that protects the rope from water 
absorption. This reduces weight, prevents freezing, and slows down the wear on the sheath to a noticeable 
degree. Together DryCore™ and DryCoat™ join forces to elevate your rope’s performance and by extension, 
your climbing experience. 

60M

70M

TM

TM
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lightweight. High Performance. innovative.

The preferred choice of advanced climbers and Sterling Team 
members, our Fusion ropes are designed to perform at the 
highest level- pure and simple!  Featherweight constructions 
match performance and handling in innovative skinny packages.  
And this year, our new Ion R™ and our new Nano IX™ have 
undergone substantial upgrades without losing their identity. 

FUSion™ SerieS

sTerlInG clImbInG Team
They hail from different countries. Employ different climbing styles.  
Excel in different disciplines.  A few are household names.  Some 
are still making a name for themselves.  Every member of Sterling’s 
Climbing Team brings their own unique personality and set of skills.  
But shared among them is a passion for climbing, a deep respect 
for the process, and a thrill from pushing personal boundaries. The 
same things that get you psyched.  

Our team members crisscrossed the map this last year, seeking 
out new adventures, accepting new challenges and serving as 
ambassadors- not just for us, but for our sport.  Wherever there are 
crags, mountains, waterfalls, or gyms, they represent us and hold 
themselves to the highest standards.  We’d expect nothing less.

Their stories are our stories.  We help make their climbing possible 
and in turn, they make us better.  Better product designers.  Better 
advocates for our sport and our industry.  A better company.

phoTon™
Our lightest, thinnest, dual-certified half 
and twin rope, the Photon gives new 
meaning to the saying, less is more. 
The Photon is enviable because of its 
combination of ideal features—durable, 
supreme handling and featherweight 
construction. Intended for climbers 
embarking on ice, mixed, glacier and 
trad climbs. Pair the Photon with any of 
our certified single ropes, on routes with 
long rappels for an extra layer of breath-
easy insurance.

| Fusion™ 

Mayan Smith-Gobat sending 
Moses 27, (5.12d) Little Babylon, 
Fjordland, Darren Mountains, South 
Island, New Zealand. Photo: Judith 
Spancken. Rope: Fusion Ion2

AvAilAble in: 30M*, 40M*, 50M, 60M, 70M, 80M . DryCoat and Standard
*DryCoat only.

new
color!

www.STeRlingRoPe.CoM/TeAM
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nano Ix™
Our original Nano was a perennial team favorite- the 
default sport climbing rope of choice for performance 
climbers. Now it gets reimagined as a triple threat: The 
Nano IX (Nine) arrives in a leaner (9mm), meaner, 
more versatile incarnation. Perfect for sport routes, 
ice, or mixed conditions, the Nano IX confidently 
surpasses expectations. Certified as a single, half, 
and twin rope, you get exceptional performance in a 
skinnier version of its very popular predecessor. 

Ion r™
Revamped. Revised. Renewed.  The Ion R™ ups 
the ante on the Ion2.  We retained the signature 
Ion characteristics climbers always raved about: 
the comfortable handling sheath, the ideal 9.4mm 
diameter.  But to enhance its performance profile, 
we radically updated the construction.  The result: a 
better Ion that still defies easy categorization.  We like 
to call it a crossover artist within our Fusion series- it 
performs well across multiple climbing disciplines 
without playing favorites.  

  NEW!   

  NEW!
AvAilAble in: 30M, 40M, 50M, 60M, 70M, 80M . DryCoat only

AvAilAble in: 50M*, 60M, 70M, 80M . DryCoat and Standard
*Standard only. 

CloCkwiSe FRoM ToP leFT: Sonnie TRoTTeR, Joe kinDeR, CHRiS SHARMA, will gADD, SilviA 
viDAl, enzo oDDo, DAilA oJeDA, MuRiel SARkAny, niCo FAvReeSe, DoDo koPolD.
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MArAtHon™ SerieS

pro™
A project workhorse, the Marathon Pro—the thinnest of the Marathon Series at 10.1mm—combines 
durability, abrasion resistance and easy handling to create a sturdy rope without tipping the too-heavy 
scale. Drawing its design from the demands of professional guides, the Pro’s burly, long-lasting exterior is 
specifically designed to stand up to wear and tear of rigorous climbing. Well built but not overbuilt, it will put 
you at ease when working your demanding project.

Durable. long lasting. workhorse.

Like its namesake event, the Marathon Series is designed to outlast 
other ropes and is made stronger to separate your experience from 
that of typical dynamic ropes.  Big walls, multipitch climbs, elusive 
projects-all these types of climbs require something extra. Built 

to be bomber, the higher denier Marathon sheaths offer greater 
abrasion resistance while keeping the rope’s hand soft and supple.   
Guides have favored the Marathon line for the burly longevity these 
ropes offer.

half™
Taking the versatility of a half rope with the heft 
and brawn of the signature Marathon sheaths, the 
Half 8.8 is ideal for alpine guides because of its 
varies applications and serious, abrasion-resistant 
construction. Built for season upon season of abuse, 
this mid-range half rope also conveniently comes in 
30 and 40-meter lengths for Alpine Tours, where 
short rappels will reach the freshest white.  

| Marathon™

ne
w

co
lo

rs
!

AvAilAble in: 30M*, 40M*, 60M, 70M. DryCoat and Standard
*DryCoat only. 

AvAilAble in: 50M, 60M*, 70M*, 80M*. DryCoat and Standard
*biAthlon Pros only available in these lengths.
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sTerlInG rope anD reel rocK: feaTurInG clImbInG’s IconoclasTs
For the past five years, Sterling Rope has proudly sponsored the REEL ROCK Film Tour.  Produced by 
Sender Films and Big UP Productions, REEL ROCK brings the most exciting climbing and adventure 
films of the year to live audiences in more than 30 countries. Sterling Team Athletes such as Chris 
Sharma, Will Gadd, Hazel Findlay, Kevin Jorgeson, and “Sketchy” Andy Lewis have earned starring roles 
in their short films.  Also working behind the scenes and in numerous uncredited cameos, Sterling’s 
static and dynamic products have helped ensure the filmmakers always get the shot.
With hundreds of screenings globally, REEL ROCK has quickly grown into the biggest climbing event in 
the world.  This year, REEL ROCK premieres their most ambitious production to date: Valley Uprising is 
a documentary about the epic history of rock climbing in Yosemite Valley, CA.  For the past sixty years, 
explorers and madmen have been drawn to Yosemite’s massive 
cliffs and pioneered some of the boldest rock climbs on Earth. 
Valley Uprising is the riveting, unforgettable tale of a half century 
of high adventure in Yosemite.

meGa™
Large and in charge, the Mega lives up to every bit of its 
name. The 11.2mm diameter, incredible durability and 
abrasion resistance of the Mega is ideal for military and 
industrial dynamic rope use. When weight isn’t a factor, 
the Mega is your big, burly, Herculean rope.

ulTra™
Ideal for heavy-duty institutional use, like outdoor 
climbing programs or challenge courses, the Ultra’s 
durable construction and thick diameter handle 
repeated, continual use. The highly abrasion-
resistant sheath and sturdy construction of the Ultra 
has an ideal diameter for novice belayers—a wise 
investment for your outdoor program.

sporT™
The Sport’s unique core and durable Marathon 
sheath is why Sonnie Trotter picked this 10.4mm 
rope for The Prophet, a bold, run-out, 600 meter 
El Cap behemoth. Able to handle the hard abuse 
of big wall climbing—with run-outs, big falls and 
demanding maneuvers, the Sport’s toughness gives 
you the confidence for the biggest, boldest sends.

Marathon™ |

AvAilAble in: 50M, 60M, 70M. DryCoat and Standard

AvAilAble in: 50M, 60M, 70M. DryCoat and Standard

AvAilAble in: 50M, 60M, 200M*. DryCoat and Standard
*Standard only.
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Wet canyon environments have their 
own unique demands. These types of 
harsh conditions inspired the 9mm C-IV. 
Built with a strong Technora® sheath 
and a braided polypropylene core, the 
C-IV is designed to be durable, abrasion-
resistant and have very little water 
absorbency.  Low stretch properties 
enchance its canyoneering reputation.

Lightweight and sturdy, the 9.5mm 
CanyonTech’s combination of a durable 
nylon core and rugged, abrasion-
resistant Technora® sheath gives this 
rope stand-up power in aggressive and 
unforgiving canyon conditions. Durable, 
with great knotability and low stretch, 
the CanyonTech balances handling and 
features for confident descents.

CAnYon ropeS
innovative Technora Sheath Constructions. Abrasion Resistance. 
unmatched Durability.

Mystery potholes. Slots. Lengthy rappels. High-volume waterfalls.  
Extended floats. These are but a few of the attractions and 
challenges of canyoneering, and exactly why Sterling builds our 
CanyonTech™ and C-IV™ ropes for the punishing descents of 
professional canyoneers.  Designed with Technora® aramid 
sheaths to take the abuse dished out by guides, these ropes deliver 
low stretch, abrasion resistance, bombproof gear compatibility, low 
sheath slippage, and reduced water absorbency.  Easy to handle 
in dark, wet conditions, Sterling’s canyon ropes excel where other 
ropes falter or admit defeat.

c-Iv™

canyonTech™

| Canyoneering

The Harder Way.  Mark Jenkins descends into Kanangra Main Canyon for National 
Geographic.  Blue Mountains, Australia.  Photo: Carsten Peter.  Rope: CanyonTech.

newcolors!

AvAilAble in: 200FT, 300FT, 660FT. 

AvAilAble in: 150FT, 200FT, 300FT, 660FT. 

Also see 9mm htp on pg.11 for an additional lightweight canyoneering option.
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Know The ropes: Gym To craG proGram

Sterling Rope is proud to be the founding sponsor of 
the American Alpine Club’s new educational program, 
Know the Ropes: Gym to Crag. Through this initiative, 
we are hoping to bring together our partners in multiple 
disciplines from the American Alpine Club, AMGA, 
Access Fund and the Climbing Wall Association to 
collaboratively create a program that will provide top-
level instruction on what is needed to  climb responsibly 
outdoors whether you have learned in the gym or are 
climbing for the very first time.

Know the Ropes program will cover content such as 
the essentials of the belay and safety systems, the key 
elements of communication, and why stewardship and 
conservation are critical to the long-term viability of our 
sport. It will equip participants for single pitch sport 
climbing in the outdoors and encourage continuing 
education and competency throughout a lifetime of 
climbing. For more information on this program please 
contact marketing@sterlingrope.com.

6mm 
Trc

6mm 
xTec

5.9mm 
powercorD

Small diameter cords for specialized situations, Sterling’s High Tenacity 
(HT) Cords feature high strength and durable Technora® fibers and unique 
constructions. All Tech Series cords are available with sewn eye terminations. 
Please call for additional details on use and construction.

6.8mm 
Tvac

A technical piece of gear for the well-seasoned climber, the tag line is a versatile 
cord with many names. Be it ‘tag line’, ‘pull cord’ or ‘rap line’, our small and 
lightweight Tag Lines come in three diameters—6mm, 7mm and 8mm. Often 
used for doubling up with your favorite single rope to make long, full-length 
rappels. Intended for climbers with the proper training and safety knowledge.   
Tag lines are not to be used for lead climbing.

tAg lineS

Ht teCH CordS

6mm Trc™ 7mm TaG 8mm TaG

Tag lines & HT Cords |

™ ™  ™

AvAilAble in: 65M, 75M. 

If you’re not hanging loose, you are not having fun.  Jeff Snyder 
loving new route territory on his FA of Oak Creek Spire.  Sedona, 
Arizona.  Photo: Tamara Hastie 

AvAilAble in: 5.5M, 6.4M, 7.6M, 50M, 100M, 200M. 

AvAilAble in: 50M, 100M. 

AvAilAble in: 50M, 100M, 200M. 

AvAilAble in: 50M, 100M. 

• Xtec: Technora sheath, Technora core.

• tRc: Technora sheath, Nylon core.

• tVAc: Technora sheath, Nylon core.

• Powercord: Nylon sheath, Technora core.

™
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Occupying the 3/8” (10mm) sweet spot, this 
HTP rope is substantial enough to handle a 
variety of tasks, but efficient enough to keep 
you seeking out new uses: from jugging to 
building Tyroleans for access to that far-bank 
cliff. It’s an all-purpose static line solution.

Lightweight and versatile in a variety of 
situations, the 9mm is a go-to static rope when 
you need high strength and low elongation. 
This incredibly tough 100% polyester rope is a 
major player that performs a mix of roles. Built 
for kitting out your adventure, the 9mm HTP’s 
unique features make it ideal for anything from 
use in fast-and-light haul systems, anchors 
and rap lines to rigging or canyoneering.

The vertical life calls for the best performing 
gear. That’s why we engineered our 7/16” 
HTP static rope to have the high strength and 
extremely low elongation needed for heavy 
rigging and high-tension systems. Made with the 
lowest stretch and best durability in the series, 
the 7/16” delivers trustworthy performance.

7/16”(11mm)3/8”(10mm)

9mmHtp™
100% High Tenacity Polyester. extremely low Stretch.  
Superior Durability. Moisture Resistant.

Our HTP ropes were the first life safety ropes constructed from 
100% polyester and have proven to be the most durable and 
best performing static rope on the market.  Offering extremely 
low elongation and inherent UV resistance, HTP ropes are highly 
efficient and tailor made for haul systems, lengthy rappels, 
highlines, or other demanding applications.  A firm sheath and 
reduced stiffness make this an exceptional choice for rope work 
requiring a static line. Certified NFPA 1983, 2012

| HTP™

Aerial Surveillance: Will Gadd ignores the drone of the crashing water while visualizing his new mixed route, Overhead Hazard.  Helmcken Falls, Canada.  
Photo: Christian Pondella. Rope: 10mm SafetyPro.

AvAilAble in: 150FT, 200FT, 300FT, 600FT,  660FT. 

AvAilAble in: 150FT, 200FT, 300FT, 
600FT,  660FT. 

AvAilAble in: 150FT, 200FT, 300FT, 600FT, 660FT. 

For additonal diameters, please visit our website: www.sterlingrope.com
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SAFetYpro™
100% nylon.  balanced Construction. Superb 
knotability.  Supple Hand.

SafetyPro™ is our static rope series designed for the demands of 
adventure rigging and industrial rope access technicians.  That 
means they are equipped to handle whatever exploits you have in 
mind.  Constructed to deliver high strength, low elongation, and 
solid abrasion resistance, they run smoothly through gear and offer 
excellent knotability and a comfortable feel.  Certified EN 1891.

The workhorse of the SafetyPro series, the 
11mm offers a smooth tight sheath that 
allows the rope to run smoothly through 
gear. A technical work and rescue line, 
manufactured to meet the EN 1891, Type A 
standard, and also meets ANSI Z133.

Designed with both safety and rescue 
applications in mind, the 10.5 SafetyPro’s 
abrasion-resistant sheath, strong durable 
construction and smooth handling makes this 
100 percent nylon rope quick and easy to 
handle. Ideal for technical work or use as a 
rescue rope.

Whether for work or rescue, the 10mm 
SafetyPro’s strength, durability and abrasion 
resistance makes this low-elongations static 
rope ideal for rappel and tag lines, anchor 
systems or light rescue loads. Constructed 
with 100 percent nylon, this burly, yet 
lightweight, rope is easy to handle. 

The latest addition to our SafetyPro series 
offers all the attributes you’ve come to 
expect. Slim, trim, firm, but not too stiff, this 
new skinny static rope offers a great option 
for certain technical rope work. Meets 
EN1891 Type B.

safeTypro 11mm

safeTypro 10.5mmsafeTypro 10mm

safeTypro 9mm

SafetyPro™ |

holIDays on Ice

“We used Sterling ropes exclusively 
on this climb, namely Nanos and 
10mm SafetyPro static. The statics 
took a real beating as we and the 
film crew moved around on more 
than 800 feet of them every day, 
in really horrible conditions.  The 
freezing spray from the waterfall 
would often coat the ropes in ice, 
which we had to literally beat off 
while hanging 500 feet above the ground. You want to have 
faith in your rope at that point, it's intimidating as hell with the 
roar of the water and freezing spray. Every day started with 
8-16 people rappeling into the waterfall area on two of our 
statics, so at least 200 trips plus hauling heavy film gear and 
generally beating the hell out of the ropes and they are still in 
my "good to go" locker of static, they held up amazingly well. 
We all had a lot of problems with the climbing and the tough 
conditions, but our work ropes were rock solid.”

-wIll GaDD
Sterling Athlete

  NEW!

AvAilAble in: 165FT, 200FT, 300FT, 600FT,  660FT. 

AvAilAble in: 165FT, 200FT, 300FT, 600FT,  660FT. 

AvAilAble in: 165FT, 200FT, 300FT, 600FT,  660FT. 

AvAilAble in: 165FT, 200FT, 300FT, 600FT,  660FT. 

Don’T neeD so much rope? 

If you are looking for great static rope for building anchors or 
short rappels and don’t want to carry or buy 150’ or more of 
rope, or maybe you just need a bow or tow line for your kayak, 
then check out our Prime Shorts.  Packaged in convenient 
lengths, and sold at unbelievable prices, our prime static 
shorts are first quality ropes that didn’t make the 46M cut.  
Visit www.sterlingrope.com.  
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Whether you’re building an anchor, setting up a 
top-rope or working a lightweight rescue system, this 
lightweight yet durable 10mm static line is made with 
100 percent nylon for incredible strength. The high 
denier in the durable sheath reduces stiffness and 
gives it a supple feel and smoother handling.

Made with strong 100 percent nylon, this 11mm 
static line is durable yet supple. Easy to knot and 
easy to handle, our 11mm low stretch rope is ideal 
for use as a heavy-duty alpine, big-wall static line or 
for fixing haul lines. 

supersTaTIc2 3/8” (10mm)

supersTaTIc2 7/16” (11mm)SUperStAtiC2™
100% nylon. Superior Handling Characteristics.  
optimal elongation.  improved gear Compatibility.
Finally, a sequel that improves on the original. That’s 
the case with our SuperStatic2 Series.  Easy to 
deploy, these low stretch ropes are well suited to 
taglines, anchors, topropes and rappel lines.  Our 
high denier, durable sheath results in rounder ropes 
that work well through gear. All SuperStatic2 ropes 
meet NFPA 1983; 2012

| SuperStatic2™

South Georgia on my mind.  Freddie Wilkinson, Cory Richards, Mike Libecki and Keith Ladzinski meticulously plot their 10-day siege of Bertha’s Tower, a 2000-foot spire in 
Antarctica. National Geographic Expedition, Antarctica, September 2013.  Photo: Cory Richards.  Ropes: Photons, Velocity, Marathon Sport, SafetyPro, 6mm, 7mm, 8mm, 
Chain Reactors - the majority of our product line. 

AvAilAble in: 150FT, 200FT, 300FT, 600FT,  660FT. 

AvAilAble in: 150FT, 200FT, 300FT, 600FT,  660FT. 

September 2013 Issue

For additonal diameters, please visit our website: www.sterlingrope.com
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A water rope true to Sterling’s reputation 
for strength and durability, the GrabLine 
features a nylon core and a high-tenacity 
polypropylene sheath that holds up to use and 
abuse. The rope’s unique tread-like braided 
pattern increases both the buoyancy and 
gripping power of this rope, making it great for 
throwbags. Strong yet flexible, this rope also 
holds up during storage and deployment. 

From recreational boating to the highly 
specialized needs of swift-water rescue, 
the demands of the environment call for 
a rope that stands on stable water legs. 
Enter the WaterLine™. This hyper-buoyant, 
high strength rope comes in four different 
diameters to meet your specific needs.  
The 5/16” and 3/8” feature nylon cores 
with a polypropylene sheath; the 7/16” 
and ½” feature polypropylene cores with 
polypropylene sheath. 

The exceptionally light and freakishly strong 
UltraLine rope has a braided Dyneema® 
core with a buoyant polypropylene sheath. 
This powerful yet slim combination boasts 
a tensile strength four times greater than 
economy water lines.  Enviable handling 
characteristics

7/16”7/16” 1/2”5/16” 3/8” 3/8”

wAter ropeS
Purpose built.  excellent Flotation. High Strength.  
Whether rafting, kayaking, or performing swiftwater 
rescue operations, Sterling water ropes are made to a 
higher standard. Built using premium polypropylene, 
nylon and Dyneema® fibers, they exhibit high 
strength, excellent flotation, and remarkable durability: 
a Sterling hallmark. Our precise construction means 
you can experience the same superior quality and 
longevity in our water ropes that you would find in 
all our life safety products. Our 3/8” WaterLine and 
GrabLine are certified to NFPA 1983, 2012.

3/8”1/4”

waTerlIne™

GrablIne™ ulTralIne™

 anD remoTe: expeDITIons choose sTerlInG
Climbers have always sought out ever greater challenges, 
not only to test themselves but to reach previously 
unattained goals as a reward for their efforts.  Expeditions 

have always proved to be shining examples of pushing these boundaries, 
both figuratively and literally.  After all, the amount of exposure one 
faces at the furthest points on the map can be considered, planned 
for, rationalized and  addressed, but it can never be eliminated;  it only 
requires a small shift in conditions to wreak havoc on the most detailed 
preparations.  
Explorers like Mike Libecki, Freddie Wilkinson, Mark and Janelle Smiley, 
Nico Favresse, Silvia Vidal, and Mark Synnott all devote great care and 
planning not only reach their objectives, but to inspire others to not accept 
limitations on what they are capable of achieving.  They each do this with a 
distinctive blend of experience, hard work, humility, timing, a little luck and 
a willingness to endure in the face of adversity.

Not surprisingly, these groups are exceptionally demanding of their 
equipment.  They rely on their choices to keep them as safe as possible in 
the face of unforgiving elements.  We take that level of trust very seriously 
and always feel very privileged when climbers select Sterling Rope to be 
part of their expedition team.   We build our products to stand up to the 
rigors of each climbing discipline. We work with these teams to make sure 
their product suggestions and refinements make it into the next generation 
of equipment. We revel in their accomplishments and share the highs and 
lows they experience as they pursue their dreams, passionately, resolutely 
and with purpose.

wIlD

3/8”

water Ropes |

AvAilAble in: 75FT, 200FT, 300FT, 600FT,  660FT. 

AvAilAble in: 75FT, 200FT, 300FT, 600FT,  660FT. 

AvAilAble in: 75FT, 200FT, 300FT, 
600FT,  660FT. 
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moDel Type DIameTer (mm) weIGhT consIDeraTIons
HAlF HAlF 8.8 48 ouR TougHeST HAlF RoPe FoR gnARly, wAnDeRing RouTeS. 
PRo Single 10.1 63 DuRAbiliTy MeeTS veRSATiliTy. gReAT HAnDling.  All PuRPoSe. All levelS. 
SPoRT Single 10.4 69 big wAll PRoven. STeRling DuRAbiliTy.   
ulTRA Single 10.7 70 ToP-RoPe AnD CHAllenge CouRSe FAvoRiTe.
MegA Single 11.2 79 MoRe iS MoRe; An inSTiTuTionAl AnD MiliTARy STAnDARD.  
             

FAIR

FAIR

FAIR

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

BETTER

BETTER

BETTER

BEST

BEST

BEST

moDel Type DIameTer (mm) weIGhT consIDeraTIons   
DueTTo HAlF 8.4 45 MoST veRSATile HAlF RoPe. DuRAble. gooD HAnDling. 
AeRo Single 9.2 56 new! ligHTeST evoluTion Single RoPe. SoFT HAnD AnD CATCH.
Helix Single 9.5 59 new! ligHTweigHT woRkHoRSe. DuRAble. gReAT TRAD RoPe. 
veloCiTy Single 9.8 62 bAlAnCeD, All-PuRPoSe beSTSelleR. FiRM HAnD. eASy CliP. veRy DuRAble.  gReAT FoR SPoRT AnD TRAD. 
vR-10 Single 10.2 67 gReAT uTiliTy AnD  vAlue; DuARble; gooD HAnDling; enTRy level CHoiCe.

eVolUtion™ SerieS

FUSion™ SerieS

MArAtHon™ SerieS

moDel Type DIameTer (mm) weIGhT consIDeraTIons
PHoTon HAlF, Twin 7.8 41 SkinnieST HAlF/ Twin; iCe CliMbing SPeCiAliST. THin, yeT boMbeR. eveRyone’S FAvoRiTe HAlF RoPe.  
nAno ix HAlF, Twin, Single 9.0 52 new! SMooTH Running, eASy To CliP, ligHTweigHT RoPe wiTH STeRling DuRAbiliTy. TRiPle CeRTiFieD. 
ion R Single, HAlF 9.4 57 new! gReAT SPoRT RoPe wiTH exCePTionAl veRSATiliTy, geAR CoMPATibiliTy, AnD SMooTH HAnDling.
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how To use These charTs
These charts and the accompanying graphs can 
provide guidance on how to select a rope based on 
the design mission of the product and the climbing 
ability of the target customer. Lighter, skinnier 
ropes are generally designed for the experienced 
climber to be used where weight, ease of clipping, 
and handling are the priority, and durability is not 
as important.  Heavier, bigger ropes are designed 
for the rigors of institutional use, big walls, or novice 
climbers.  Where the graph line drops below “Fair,” 
the rope is not intended for that application.  
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The leaDInG eDGe: a leGacy of sTerlInG fIrsTs

 Ever since Sterling Rope started in 1992, we’ve come a long way in 
rope material, design, purpose and construction. Our first certified 
climbing ropes were sold in the spring of 1993. We introduced an 11mm 
and 10.2mm dynamic rope (a skinny diameter at the time), we offered 
a new concept in core construction.  We called it DryCore™ because 
each individual strand of nylon in the core was moisture resistant. Every 
Sterling rope was constructed using this process since we felt this was a 
critical safety feature.  Over time, our DryCore process improved as we 
created our own proprietary dry treatment and a Thermodynamic Heat 
Balancing system that locked in specific mechanical properties, enhancing 
performance and durability. 
There have been lots of technical “firsts” in Sterling Rope’s career that have 
kept us as a leader in the outdoor market.  Sterling was the first to bring 
reflective yarns into cord and rope construction.  Our Marathon series were 
the first dynamic ropes made with heavier denier yarns in the sheath for 
greater durability needed in guiding, on big walls or hairy  expeditions, and 
designed so as not to sacrifice performance. This construction led to the 
first purpose-built gym rope that provided the required dynamic properties 
with the thicker sheath for longer wear. We introduced Technora® fibers 
into small diameter fire ropes, creating a new category of personal escape 
ropes for the fire and safety markets.
Using highly technical sewing machines, we created unique sewn cord 
products, such as our Bound Loop Prusiks, Marathon lanyards and Hollow 

Blocks that streamlined climbing systems and increased options in the 
vertical space. We advanced rope design for the arbor market by taking 
our expertise in life-safety rope construction and combining that with our 
knowledge of technical fibers to offer unique and highly productive rope 
and cord products to assist movement and safety in the canopy.  And, we 
have pushed our own design creativity again with our new Evolution ropes, 
the Helix and Aero, which feature both a new sheath and unique core 
construction providing superior handling, great durability and lighter weight.   
Having an innovative spirit is core to who we are as a company.  We have 
pushed the limits of our imagination and design as you have pushed the 
limits of where you take our ropes.  You, the climber, the alpinist, the 
expedition leader, the adventurer are always in the forefront of our minds 
as we design and create new, technically advanced products that perform 
extraordinarily well and outlast your highest expectations.  Thank you for 
taking us with you.  
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suPeRstAtic2

CARolyn bRoDSky, Ceo AnD FounDeR

static rope chart
This chart shows 
which ropes are 
best suited for these 
applications.  It 
assumes proper 
knowledge of the 
technical rope work 
required. Thicker 
lines indicate a better 
rope choice for that 
particular activity. 
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pocKeT hauler™

A collaborative creation with Reed Thorne of Ropes that 
Rescue® in 2000, the evolution of the AZTEK Elite™ 
System is indicative of Sterling’s integrity and innovation.  
A compact, multi-functional rescue kit, this portable 
mechanical advantage system, which includes all the gear 
you need to create a 4:1 or 5:1 system, and fits into a 
pouch-style bag that clips around your waist. Transferable 
from person to person. 

 50’ 8mm cord with sewn eye
 6mm Travel Restraint
 AZTEK Bag
 2 -6mm Ratchet Prusik
 2 -Omni-Block Pulleys
 3 -Safe-D twistlock carabiners
 Steel Screwlink (not pictured)

aZTeK elITe™ sysTem - The original

A pocket-sized mechanical advantage system, the Pocket Hauler 
can create a 4:1 or 5:1 increase in force depending on the 
orientation. Whether you’re using the Pocket Hauler for partner/
self rescue, adjustable directional, piggybacked haul systems, 
tensioning lines or other rigging needs, this mini system shines 
when you need extra power. 

 50’ 8mm cord with sewn eye
 2 -Mini Double Pulleys
 2 -Hawk autolocking carabiners
 6mm Ratchet Prusik
 Steel Screwlink

| kits & Systems 

Those with a fear of heights need not apply-Ropes that Rescue conducts high angle litter pick-off 
training. Photo: Reed Thorne. Products shown: AZTEK Elite, 7/16” HTP, 6mm Travel Restraint.
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Featuring abrasion resistance and supreme 
knotability, the 1” Mil-Spec webbing sets 
the standard in one-inch tubular nylon 
webbing. Durable and strong, the 1” 
Mil-Spec is ideally used for slings, anchor 
systems, slacklines and quick-fix harnesses.
Digital Camo webbing is Berry compliant. 

1”mIl-spec 

1”mIl-spec 

High tensile and incredibly durable, the 1” Flat webbing comes in Type 18 that has a 
6,000-pound minimal break strength (MBS), and 9800 that has a 9,800-pound MBS. 
Perfect for high strength highlines. 

Type 18 & 9800

Our 11/16” Tubular webbing is constructed 
out of nylon giving it a high strength-to-
weight ratio ideal for slings or daisy chains.

11/16” Tubular 

Made with a smooth, dense weave and 
high tensile strength, the 1” TechTape 
is Sterling’s premium one-inch nylon 
webbing. Incredibly strong due to the nylon 
fabrication, the combination of features 
makes the 1” TechTape denser, and 
smoother than standard webbing.   

1”TechTape™

Versatility at your fingertips: the Web Wheel comes in 
30-foot spools of either 1” Mil Spec or 1” TechTape™ that 
can be used in a variety of applications.  Available in four 
different color options.  

web wheels

1”TechTape

webbing |



chaIn reacTors™ 
Finally, a versatile alternative to your 
standard daisy chain. We constructed 
each individual nylon loop of the Chain 
Reactors to be rated at full strength 
making it ideal for clipping in at the 
top of a pitch, using as an anchor, or 
in a rescue pick off. Our Pro version 
has a double webbing girth loop and 
the Long has additional loops. The 
Standard and Pro run 41 inches end-
to-end, while the Long runs 63 inches. 

sewn slInGs
Whether you’re extending cams on a wandering trad line or building anchors, 
our high-quality webbing Sewn Slings with precisely programmed tack stitching 
have versatile applications in the vertical world. Slings come in a variety of 
options: lightweight 10mm and ½” Dyneema; 11/16” nylon for standard, 
durable slings; 1” tubular and flat slings for anchors. 

• 10mm Dyneema - Available in 24” and 48”
• 12mm Dyneema - Available in 10”, 24”, 30”, 48”
• 11/16” Nylon - Available in 12”, 24”, 30”, 48”
• 1” Tubular Nylon - Available in 12”, 24”, 36”, 48”
• 1” Flat Nylon - Available in 48”, 72”, 96”, 120”

DoGbones & ZIplInKs
Our lightweight 10mm Dyneema DogBone is strong, resists moisture and has 
abrasion resistance—an ideal combination for alpine climbing. Also features a 
rubber grommet to hold your carabiner in place. Available in 5.5-, 7-, and 9-inch 
lengths.

Because zip lines and challenge courses require a simple, effective tethering 
system, we created our ZipLink™. The strong ¾” nylon comes in 12-, 20-, and 
24-inch lengths.

19 | Sewn webbing

QuIcKsTeel™ & varIQuIcK™ Draws
Working a project? Thankfully, the durable construction of the VariQuick Draw 
gives you peace of mind. Made with durable one-inch width nylon webbing, 
which tapers at the loop; our 5.5-inch quickdraw has a sewn-in rubber keeper to 
hold the carabiner in place and prevent flipping.  Pair it with our steel carabiner 
w/ lanyard pin and steel screwlink, and you have the QuickSteel Gym Draw. It’s 
built to handle the today’s larger, higher volume climbing gyms.

Guide and Sterling Athlete Angela Hawse anchors 
in with the chain reactor pro as she belays a client. 
Photo: Angela Hawse.  | Rope: Marathon Pro 
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For tricky emergency two- or three-point ascending, an adjustable connection point or self-
belay, our sewn 6mm Purcell’s strength, durability and adjustability shine. Comes in color-
coded lengths for easy identification. The chest purcell (blue) is 20”, the short (green) is 
42”, and the long (orange) is 68”. 

Ideal as a back-up while on long rappels, we constructed our 6mm AutoBlock from a 
durable 6mm cord sewn into a 13.5-inch loop. The AutoBlock attaches from the harness 
to the brake-hand end of the rappel rope just below the rappel device and works as a 
prusik or Klemheist knot. 

Able to grab the rope efficiently when used as a prusik or Klemheist knot on 7mm 
diameter ropes or larger, our 6.8mm HollowBlock’s gripping ability comes from its hollow 
braid cord construction made with strong, durable aramid fibers. Available in 13.5 inch 
and 19 inch lengths. 

Designed to allow climbers to ascend past intermediate anchor points while remaining 
attached to the system, Y-Knot Lanyards are offered as a twin leg or offset lanyard using 
our 10.5mm SafetyPro. Available in long (1M), short (65cm) or offset (65/100cm), they are 
well suited for use in ropes courses. Lanyards meet ANSI Z359 & Z133.1.

The Bound Loop Prusik does away with bulky, time-consuming knots with its pre-sewn 
loop construction. Made from 8mm sewn cord, the Bound Loop Prusik comes in various 
lengths to meet your specific needs. The diameter of the standing line and your Prusik 
should follow the 60-80% diameter relationship ratio to ensure your Prusik moves and grips 
properly. Review rescue applications and test any new cord prior to field use.

Born from the need for a lanyard in ropes courses, the SafetyPro Lanyard is made from 
10.5mm SafetyPro static rope, which allows less elongation. This lanyard has two sewn 
eyes at both ends for static positioning and comes in three lengths: 60cm, 80cm and 1 
meter. Lanyards meet ANSI Z133.1.

purcells

6mm auToblocK

hollow blocK™

y-KnoT™ lanyarD

8mm bounD loop prusIK

safeTypro™ lanyarDs

It is strongly recommended that individuals receive proper training and instruction in the appropriate use 

and application of any life-safety product. The sewn cord products on these pages are configured for display 

purposes only; such configurations are not intended to be instructional. Sewn Cord |
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Lots of people ask us, “What are you looking for in organizations that you 
sponsor?”   Not an easy question to answer.  We look for groups whose 
mission aligns closely with our values.  We seek organizations that display a 
clear sense of purpose, are responsive and able to marshal their resources 
to inform, educate, or advocate for the climbing community- often on a 
national or international scale.  That is why we are so proud to sponsor 
these exceptional organizations, each a leader in their respective area. 
They have a track record for developing methodologies or policies that 

become the standard in their field. They protect us or promote our shared 
interests in ways we could never do by ourselves.  We’ve worked with these 
groups year after year, for decades in some cases, because we feel so 
strongly that the work they accomplish matters profoundly.    

While there is no simple algorithm for creating a successful long-term 
sponsorship, we can point to a few examples of what it looks like when we 
get it right: 

evenT sponsorshIp:
In addition to working with the above organizations, we sponsor regional and national events around the globe:

• Bozeman Ice Fest
• ClimbSmart
• Collegiate Climbing Series (CCS) Nationals
• Lander Climbing Festival
• Leavenworth Rock Fest
• Mellobloco

• Michigan Ice Fest
• Mt. Washington Ice Fest
• Ouray Ice Fest
• Reel Rock Film Tour
• Rock N Rave
• Rocktoberfest

• Sport Climbing Series (SCS) Nationals
• Triple Crown
• Yosemite Facelift

orGanIZaTIon sponsorshIp: ouTreach wITh a purpose

Still image of Chris Sharma sending La Dura Dura (5.15c) 
Oliana, Spain. Photo: Reel Rock Rope: Fusion Nano

Visit www.sterlingrope.com for news and event updates.
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Most people take accessory cord for granted, or assume it’s all 
the same.  Not us.  At Sterling Rope, we insist that our cords 
perform better and last longer.  We start with high quality yarns. 
This gives them a higher strength to weight ratio than you find 
with some other generic cords. We put more twist in the sheath 
to give them better handling.  We offer GloCord™ with reflective 

yarns in several diameters to provide additional visibility in low light 
conditions. Many of our sizes come in a variety of precut lengths or 
spools for additional convenience. Our accessory cords incorporate 
thoughtful design, instead just being an afterthought.  

1.5mm 2mm 2.75mm 3mm 4mm 

5mm 6mm 7mm 8mm 8mm Prusik 9mm 

550 corD

Our 5.9mm PowerCord™ and 7mm accessory cord are available as 
pre-cut cordelettes in 5.5M(18’), 6.4M(21’) and 7.6M(25’) lengths. 
These packaged cords make buying cordelettes easy and save you 
time from having to cut them from a spool and seal the ends. 

pacKaGeD corDeleTTe

Your car, boat, cabin, or daypack is a great place to keep some 
packaged accessory cord on hand, just in case.  Vibrant colors and 
precut lengths leave little room for excuses or regrets.

• 1.5mm minicord, 2.75mm, and 2.75mm GloCord™ are available 
in 50ft and 100ft minispools

• Our TentCord™ package comes complete with 50ft of 2.75mm 
GloCord™ and four plastic guyline keepers

• Additional accessory cords from 2mm to 7mm are available in 
25ft and 50ft packages

pacKaGeD accessory corD

Commonly referred to as parachute cord, this small, versatile 
cord can be used in most outdoor activities. 550 Cord consists of 
seven separate nylon strands inside a sheath to provide strength. 
Available in 50ft and 100ft packaged lengths or on 1000ft spools. 

Accessory Cord |

ACCeSSorY CordS



The Falcon comes in a compact pear 
shapes, smaller than the Eagle™. The 
Falcon with Talon’s wire gate captive-eye 
feature clutches the belay loop to reduce the 
risk of cross loading. 

Our sturdy aluminum Micro Pulley is 
compact, but it will pull way more than its 
weight. Accepts ropes up to 11mm. 

Made with beefy high-strength steel, this 
carabiner has a key-lock design and wide 
gate opening. Our Steel carabiner meets the 
following standards: NFPA 1983 General 
Use, EN 12275 and ANSI standards.  

We constructed our asymmetrical 
D-shaped Hawk carabiner with the same 
high-quality aluminum and key lock design 
as our Falcon™ and Eagle™ for excellent 
strength and easy use. 

The Eagle is our largest pear-shaped 
carabiner. Made with high-quality aluminum 
and a superb gate and sleeve action, the key 
lock nose construction keeps the carabiner 
from snagging on gear or the rope.  

Our small aluminum pulleys—the MDP and 
MSP—are strong and lightweight, making 
them ideal for mini haul systems. The MSP 
is a single pulley and our MDP is a double 
rope pulley; both accept ropes up to 11mm 
in diameter. 

Our oval-shaped carabiner, the Osprey AL 
(autolock) and screwlock (SL) are made with 
a high-quality, durable aluminum, supreme 
gate and sleeve action and key lock design.  

falcon™

mIcro pulley

sTeel

hawK™

eaGle™

mDp™ & msp™

osprey™ 

An ideal replacement for a figure 8, the ATS 
combines the robust rappelling features 
into one versatile design. Compatible with a 
ropes ranging from 7.5mm - 11.2mm.

aTs™ DevIce

23 | Carabiners & Descenders

Autolock Autolock

AutolockAutolock

Autolock Screwlock

Screwlock Screwlock

ScrewlockScrewlock



A clean rope extends its life expectancy. Bio-
degradable, this technical wash is available 
in a pre-packaged, one-ounce shot good-
enough to clean one rope.

A must-have for any climber, our cinch-
closure Chalk Bag comes complete with 
an adjustable webbing belt, a plastic quick 
release clip, and an elastic brush loop. 

The multi-functional headwear with over 
a dozen configurations, our one-size-fits-
all Buff protects your head, neck and 
face from the elements. 100% microfiber 
polyester. 

Keep your rope clean with the Rope Tarp 
Plus. Constructed from a durable ripstop 
nylon, an oversized pocket allows you to 
slide in a flaked rope as well as shoes and 
a harness to easily transport your essentials 
to the crag.

Astound your friends and confound your 
enemies by wearing our “Bouldering Is 
Dumb” T.  We invite you to let everyone 
know you climb smarter with Sterling. 
Color: navy blue.  Size XS-XL

Compact and sturdy, our 8 oz. double-wall 
stainless steel mug is built to transport 
that double espresso for alpine starts or 
whenever you arise. Color: midnight blue. 

A rope bag ideal for storage situations, 
the Rope Bag has a barrel shaped body 
for easy and quick rope stacking, padded 
shoulder straps and a cinch top. Now 
comes in yellow(s), orange(m) and red(l).  

The Rope Bag with Tarp simplifies the 
logistics of getting to and from the crag 
while also managing your rope on the 
ground. The large, cinch-closure bag fits 
up to an 80-meter rope and the internal 
attached tarp rolls out. 

wIcKeD GooD rope wash

chalK baG

sTerlInG buff®

Tarp plus

sTerlInG rope shIrT

Thermal muG

rope baGs

clImbInG rope baG

24bags & Tarps / Merchandise |
Brittany Griffith, Ucan Hancerler 7b, Kazikli 
Valley, Aladag Mountains, Taurus Range, Turkey. 
Photo : Andrew Burr | Rope: Fusion Ion

voluMe:
S: 17l
M: 31l
l: 45l

voluMe:
18l
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	 Diameter	 	 	 Weight	 Elong.	 SWL	 NFPA	
Name	 (millimeters)	 MBS	lb.	 MBS	kN	 (lb./50’)	 (300	lbs.)	 (10:1)	 1983	 CE

C-IV	 9mm	 4,653	 20.7	 3.2	 4.2%	 465	 no	 no

CanyonTech	 9.5mm	 6,092	 27.1	 4.2	 3.9%	 609	 no	 no

CANYONEERING

TAG LINESHIGH TENACITY TECH CORDS

	 	 	 UIAA	 Impact	 Static	 Dynamic	 Weight
Name	 Diameter	 Type	 Falls	 Force	 Elong.	 Elong.	 (gr/M)	 UIAA	 CE

Half	 8.8mm	 half	 9	 6.1kN	 11.0%	 32.8%	 48	 yes	 yes

Pro	 10.1mm	 single	 6	 8.6kN	 8.4%	 35.3%	 63	 yes	 yes

Sport	 10.4mm	 single	 7	 9.2kN	 8.4%	 29.4%	 69	 yes	 yes

Ultra	 10.7mm	 single	 8	 8.6kN	 9.0%	 36.1%	 70	 yes	 yes

Mega	 11.2mm	 single	 9	 8.7kN	 9.4%	 30.8%	 79	 yes	 yes

Diameter	 Diameter	 	 	 Weight	 Elong.	 NFPA	
(inches)	 (millimeters)	 MBS	lb.	 MBS	kN	 (lb./100’)	 (300	lbs.)	 1983	 CE

5/16”	WaterLine	 8.0mm	 1,596	 7.1	 2.1	 7.0%	 no	 no

3/8”	WaterLine	 9.5mm	 3,416	 15.2	 3.3	 4.2%	 yes	 yes

7/16”	WaterLine	 11.1mm	 4,406	 19.6	 4.3	 2.6%	 no	 no

1/2”	WaterLine	 12.5mm	 5,755	 25.6	 5.2	 1.8%	 no	 no

3/8”	GrabLine	 9.5mm	 3,282	 14.6	 3.1	 4.2%	 yes	 yes

1/4”	UltraLine	 6.5mm	 2,495	 11.1	 1.3	 1.4%	 no	 no

3/8”	UltraLine	 9.5mm	 5,239	 23.3	 3.8	 1.2%	 no	 no

WATER ROPES

Diameter	 Diameter	 	 	 Weight	 Elong.	 SWL	 NFPA	 	 Sewn
(inches)	 (millimeters)	 MBS	lb.	 MBS	kN	 (lb./100’)	 (300	lbs.)	 (10:1)	 1983	 CE	 Reg.	Eye	kN

5/16”	 9mm	 5,170	 23.0	 4.2	 0.8%	 517	lbs.	 yes	 no	 18.8

3/8”	 10mm	 5,979	 26.6	 5.3	 1.4%	 598	lbs.	 yes	 yes	 23.7	

7/16”	 11mm	 6,856	 30.5	 6.5	 2.4%	 686	lbs.	 yes	 yes	 26.0

HTP

Diameter	 EN	1891	 	 Static	 Factor	1	 Impact	Force	 Elongation	 Static	Strength	 Sheath	 Weight	 Sheath	 Shrinkage	 	 NFPA	 Sewn
(millimeters)	 Type	 CE	 Strength	 Falls	Held	 (at	fall	factor	0.3)	 (50kg	to	150kg)	 (with	Figure-8	knot)	 Slippage	 per	Meter	 Percent.	 in	Water	 Material	 1983	 Eye	kN

9mm	 B	 yes	 19.0kN	 >5	 4.2	kN	 3.4%	 >12	kN	 0.0%	 51.0	g/m	 42.0%	 1.8%	 Polyamide	(Nylon)	 no	 15.0	

10mm	 A	 yes	 24.8	kN	 >5	 5.5	kN	 3.2%	 	 19.1	kN	 0.3%	 62.5	g/m	 40.3%	 2.9%	 Polyamide	(Nylon)	 no	 23.0

10.5mm	 A	 yes	 27.2	kN	 >5	 5.5	kN	 3.5%	 	 18.8	kN	 0.8%	 70.4	g/m	 46.6%	 2.5%	 Polyamide	(Nylon)	 no	 22.0

11mm	 A	 yes	 32.5	kN	 >5	 5.8	kN	 3.0%	 	 23.4	kN	 0.6%	 76.6	g/m	 45.3%	 2.3%	 Polyamide	(Nylon)	 no	 24.1

SAFETYPRO

Diameter	 Diameter	 	 	 Weight	 Elong.	 SWL	 NFPA	 Sewn
(inches)	 (millimeters)	 MBS	lb.	 MBS	kN	 (lb./100’)	 (300	lbs.)	 (10:1)	 1983	 Eye	kN

3/8”	 10mm	 5,575	 24.8	 4.2	 4.5%	 557	lbs.	 yes	 22.3

7/16”	 11mm	 6,519	 29.0	 5.5	 3.9%	 652	lbs.	 yes	 26.0

SUPERSTATIC2

	 	 	 UIAA	 Impact	 Static	 Dynamic	 Weight
Name	 Diameter	 Type	 Falls	 Force	 Elong.	 Elong.	 (gr/M)	 UIAA	 CE

Photon	 7.8mm	 twin	 16	 8.7kN	 6.5%	 32.3%	 41	 yes	 yes

Photon	 7.8mm	 half	 5	 5.6kN	 11.7%	 35.3%	 41	 yes	 yes

Nano	IX	 9.0mm	 single	 6	 8.5kN	 7.0%	 33.1%	 52	

Nano	IX	 9.0mm	 half	 >17	 6.3kN	 7.0%	 	 52	

Nano	IX	 9.0mm	 twin	 >20	 10.3kN	 3.6%	 	 52	

Ion	R	 9.4mm	 single	 5	 8.7kN	 9.5%	 35.7%	 57	

FUSION SERIES

EVOLUTION SERIES

MARATHON SERIES

	 	 	 UIAA	 Impact	 Static	 Dynamic	 Weight
Name	 Diameter	 Type	 Falls	 Force	 Elong.	 Elong.	 (gr/M)	 UIAA	 CE

Duetto	 8.4mm	 half	 6	 6.5kN	 11.0%	 31.6%	 45	 yes	 yes

Aero	 9.2mm	 single	 7	 8.5kN	 7.7%	 33.4%	 56	 yes	 yes

Helix	 9.5mm	 single	 7	 8.9kN	 7.2%	 31.9%	 59	 yes	 yes

Velocity	 9.8mm	 single	 6	 8.8kN	 8.6%	 26.4%	 62	 yes	 yes

VR10	 10.2mm	 single	 8	 8.8kN	 7.6%	 31.1%	 67	 yes	 yes

Diameter	 MBS	lbs.	 MBS	kN

1”	Mil-Spec	Tubular	 4,000	 17.8

1”	TechTape	Tubular	 4,000	 17.8

11/16”	Tubular	 3,000	 13.3

1”	Type	18	Flat	 6,000	 26.7

1”	Type	9800	Flat	 9,800	 43.5

WEBBING

	 	 	 CE		 Sewn	Eye	 Sewn	Loop
Diameter	 MBS	lbs.	 MBS	kN	 EN	564	 MBS	lbs	 MBS	lbs

5.9mm	PowerCord	 4,429	 19.7	 yes	 -	 4,496

6mm	XTec	 4,721	 21.0	 no	 3,147	 -

6mm	TRC	 3,484	 15.5	 no	 3,147	 -

6.8mm	TVAC	 3,619	 16.1	 no	 2,922	 -

	 	 	 Weight	
Diameter	 MBS	lbs.	 MBS	kN	 (g/M)	 Elong.

6mm	TRC	 3,484	 15.5	 27.6	 5.4%

7mm	Tag	 2,788	 12.4	 34	 3.5%

8mm	Tag	 3,934	 17.5	 44	 2.3%



Diameter	 MBS	lbs.	 MBS	kN									CE

1”	Mil-Spec	Daisy	 3,484	 15.5											no

1”	9800	Rabbit	 8,093	 36.0										no

11/16”	Daisy	 2,922	 13.0											no

Chain	Reactor	 3,147	 14.0											no

10mm	Dyneema	Dogbone	 4,946	 22.0											yes

3/4”	ZipLink	 5,170	 23.0											no

VariQuick	 5,170	 23.0											yes
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	 Major	 Minor	 Open	 Gate	 	 CE
Carabiner	 Axis	kN	 Axis	kN	 Gate	kN	 Opening	 NFPA	 EN	12275

Eagle	AL	 25.0	 7.0	 7.0	 1.05”	 no	 yes

Eagle	SL	 25.0	 7.0	 7.0	 1.05”	 no	 yes

Falcon	AL	 25.0	 7.0	 7.0	 .95”	 no	 yes

Falcon	ALT	 25.0	 7.0	 7.0	 .95”	 no	 yes

Falcon	SL	 25.0	 7.0	 7.0	 .95”	 no	 yes

Falcon	SLT	 25.0	 7.0	 7.0	 .95”	 no	 yes

Hawk	AL	 28.0	 7.0	 7.0	 .95”	 no	 yes

Hawk	SL	 28.0	 7.0	 7.0	 .95”	 no	 yes

Osprey	AL	 23.0	 7.0	 6.0	 .86”	 no	 yes

Osprey	SL	 23.0	 7.0	 6.0	 .86”	 no	 yes

SR	Steel	AL	 45.0	 16.0	 18.0	 1.20”	 yes	 yes

SR	Steel	SL	 45.0	 15.0	 18.0	 1.20”	 yes	 no

CARABINERS

	 End-to-End	 Sheave	 Max	 	 CE	
Pulley	 MBS	kN	 MBS	kN	 Diameter	mm	 NFPA	 EN	12278

Micro	 24.0	 12.0	 11.0	 no	 yes

SR	MSP	 17.0	 8.5	 11.0	 no	 yes

SR	MDP	 22.0	 5.5	 11.0	 no	 yes

PULLEYS
Product	 MBS	lbs.	 MBS	kN

SafetyPro	Lanyard	 5,170	 23.0

Y-Knot	Lanyard	 5,170	 23.0

ACCESSORY CORD

Diameter	 MBS	lbs.	 MBS	kN	 CE

1”	Mil-Spec	Tubular	 5,170	 23.0	 yes

1”	TechTape	Tubular	 5,170	 23.0										no

1”	9800	Flat	 10,116	 45.0										no

11/16”	Tubular	 5,170	 23.0	 yes

1/2”	Dyneema	 5,170	 23.0										yes

10mm	Dyneema	 5,170	 23.0										yes

SEWN SLINGSSEWN WEBBING

LANYARDS

	 	 	 CE		 Sewn	Eye	 Sewn	Loop
Diameter	 MBS	lbs.	 MBS	kN	 EN	564	 MBS	lbs	 MBS	lbs

2mm	 225	 1.0	 no	 -	 -

2.75mm	 270	 1.2	 no	 -	 -

3mm	 472	 2.1	 no	 -	 -

4mm	 876	 3.9	 no	 -	 -

5mm	 1,169	 5.2	 yes	 -	 -

5.9mm	PowerCord	 4,429	 19.7	 yes	 -	 4,496

6mm	 1,843	 8.2	 yes	 -	 2,810

6mm	XTEC	 4,721	 21.0	 no	 3,147	 -

6mm	TRC	 3,484	 15.5	 no	 3,147	 -

6.8mm	TVAC	 3,619	 16.1	 no	 2,922	 -

7mm	 2,788	 12.4	 yes	 3,147	 4,833	

8mm	 3,506	 15.6	 yes	 3,147	 -	

8mm	Prusik	 3,462	 15.4	 no	 -	 4,496

9mm	 3,102	 13.8	 no	 2,922	 -

Sewn Loops include prusiks, purcells, and autoblocks.

Sterling Rope is a certified ISO 9001 
company and all of our certified products 
must pass third-party testing to the 
standards we identify.  Sterling also 
maintains a rigorous in-house testing 
program.  All minimum break strength 
(MBS) numbers listed here are from a 
3-Sigma MBS test results or are listed at 
the corresponding standard’s minimum 
requirement--we do not list average   
breaking strengths. A 3-sigma MBS is based 
on a statistical analysis of the breaking 
strengths of a product and is reported at 
3 standard deviations below the average 
breaking strength.  

Sterling Rope guarantees five UIAA falls on 
all certified dynamic ropes. The numbers 
published are reported from our 3rd party 
test certificates.             

Safe Working Load (SWL) is the designated 
maximum working load for a piece 
of equipment or system based off a 
pre-determined safety margin and the 
equipment’s minimum breaking strength. 
Agencies and/or users should establish 
their own SWL guidelines for individual 
components and for rigged systems.  

The specifications listed here are believed 
to be correct at time of printing.  We 
reserve the right to make modifications 
or corrections.  For the most up-to-date 
technical specifications please contact us or 
visit www.sterlingrope.com  

Mountaineering and technical rope work 
are potentially hazardous activities and 
cannot be made safe. Any person using 
Sterling Rope equipment in any manner is 
personally responsible for learning the proper 
techniques involved, and assumes all risks 
and accepts full and complete responsibility 
for any and all damages or injuries of any 
kind, including death, which may result from 
misuse of any Sterling Rope product.  

sterling rope is a 
certified iso 9001 
company.

TRADEMARKS
Twaron and Technora are registered trademarks of Teijin Ltd. Dyneema is a registered trademark 
of DSM Dyneema B.V. Sterling Rope Company, Inc. trademarks include: DryCore, DryCoat, Fusion: 
Nano, Ion, Ion2, Photon, Evolution: VR10, Velocity, Helix, Aero, Duetto, Marathon: Mega, Ultra, 
Sport, Pro, Half, SuperStatic2, HTP, SafetyPro, CanyonTech, C-IV, Chain Reactor, ChainLink, ATS, 
Aztek Elite, Pocket Hauler, Hollow Block, Y-Knot, RIT Eyes, RIT Eye-to-Eye, VariQuick, QuickSteel, 
ZipLink, MaineStay, SafetyGlo, WaterLine, GrabLine, UltraLine, PowerCord, XTec, TRC, TVAC, Slim 
Gym, Rock Gym, Wicked Good Rope Wash, GloCord, TrailGlo, ZIPS, and Better Braid Technology.
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Christian Pondella.  

NO-HASSLE POLICY
We guarantee our ropes to be free of defects, under normal wear and 
tear and proper use. Ropes, however, do not last forever. Climbing 
and technical rope work exposes ropes to abrasion, fatigue, sunlight, 
and constant loading. Severe falls, lack of protection over an edge, 
exposure to excessive temperatures, chemicals or improper use will 
shorten the life span of any rope. These scenarios, while unusual, 
point to the importance of checking and protecting your rope. 
Sterling reserves the right to inspect your rope before replacing it 
or refunding your money. Sterling is committed to supporting you 
to enhance your overall experience with each Sterling product. This 
dedication to excellence has awarded Sterling Rope the highest rating 
in customer service. 
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